Adapting to the Needs of Today's Students

Financial and Managerial Accounting, 5e

Enhancements in technology have changed the spectrum of how we live and learn in the world today. Being able to download and work with learning tools on smart phones, tablets, or laptop computers empowers students to drive their own learning by putting increasingly intelligent technology into their hands.

No two students are alike, and whether the goal is to become an accountant or a businessperson or simply to be an informed consumer of accounting information, Financial and Managerial Accounting (FinMan) has helped generations of students succeed by giving them support in the form of leading-edge accounting content that engages students, paired with state-of-the-art technology that elevates their understanding of key accounting principles.

With FinMan on your side, you’ll be provided with engaging content in a motivating style to help students see the relevance of accounting. Students are motivated when reading materials that are clear and pertinent. FinMan excels at engaging students. Its chapter-opening vignettes showcase dynamic, successful entrepreneurial individuals and companies guaranteed to interest and excite students, and highlights the usefulness of accounting to those business owners. This edition’s featured companies—Polaris, Arctic Cat, KTM, and Piaggio—capture students with their products and annual reports, which are a pathway for learning financial statements. Further, this book’s coverage of the accounting cycle fundamentals is widely praised for its clarity and effectiveness.

FinMan also delivers innovative technology to help student performance. Connect Accounting provides students with instant grading and feedback for assignments that are completed online. With our new Intelligent Response Technology, we are taking our accounting content to the next level, delivering assessment material in a more intuitive, less restrictive format that adapts to the needs of today’s students.

Our new content features:
- a general journal interface that looks and feels more like that found in practice.
- an auto-calculation feature that allows students to focus on concepts rather than rote tasks.
- a smart (auto-fill) drop-down design.

The end result is content that better prepares students for the real world. Connect Accounting also includes digitally based, interactive adaptive learning tools that provide an opportunity to engage students more effectively by offering varied instructional methods and more personalized learning paths that build on different learning styles, interests, and abilities, allowing students to work at their own pace.

McGraw-Hill LearnSmart™ is an intelligent learning system that uses a series of adaptive questions to pinpoint each student’s knowledge gaps. LearnSmart then provides an optimal learning path for each student, so that they spend less time in areas they already know and more time in areas they don’t. The result is LearnSmart’s adaptive learning path that helps students retain more knowledge, learn faster, and study more efficiently.

Our Interactive Presentations teach each chapter’s core learning objectives in a rich multimedia format, bringing the content to life. Your students will come to class prepared when you assign Interactive Presentations. Students can also review the Interactive Presentations as they study.

Guided Examples provide students with narrated, animated, step-by-step walkthroughs of algorithmic versions of assigned exercises. Students appreciate the Guided Examples because they can help students learn accounting and complete assignments when outside of class.

Connect Plus Accounting integrates a media-rich online version of the textbook with Connect Accounting.

“This is an excellent book that is well-written and contains excellent illustrations. It has the best online supplements of any of the texts that I have reviewed. . . . This is an excellent book that I would recommend to all of my colleagues."

— KAREN CRISONINO, County College of Morris
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Dear Colleagues/Friends,

As we roll out the new edition of *Financial and Managerial Accounting*, we thank each of you who provided suggestions to improve our textbook. As teachers, we know how important it is to select the right book for our course. This new edition reflects the advice and wisdom of many dedicated reviewers, symposium and workshop participants, students, and instructors. Our book consistently rates number one in customer loyalty because of you. Together, we have created the most readable, concise, current, accurate, and innovative accounting book available today.

Throughout the writing process, we steered this book in the manner you directed. Reviewers, instructors, and students say this book’s enhanced presentation, graphics, and technology cater to different learning styles and helps students better understand accounting. *Connect Plus Accounting* offers new features to improve student learning and to assist instructor teaching and grading. You and your students will find all these tools easy to apply.

We owe the success of this book to you and other instructors who graciously took time to help us focus on the changing demands of today’s students and their learning needs. We feel fortunate to have witnessed our profession’s extraordinary devotion to teaching. Your feedback and suggestions are reflected in everything we write. Please accept our heartfelt thanks for your dedication in helping today’s students learn, understand, and appreciate accounting.

With kindest regards,

*John J. Wild       Ken W. Shaw       Barbara Chiappetta*
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McGraw-Hill Connect Plus Accounting is a complete online assignment, learning, and textbook assessment solution that connects your students with the tools and resources needed to achieve success through faster learning, more efficient studying, and higher retention of knowledge. Key features found in Connect Plus Accounting include:

**Intelligent Response Technology** Intelligent Response Technology is Connect Accounting's new student interface for end-of-chapter assessment content. Intelligent Response Technology provides a general journal application that looks and feels more like what you would find in a general ledger software package, improves answer acceptance to reduce student frustration with formatting issues (such as rounding), and, for select questions, provides an expanded table that guides students through the process of solving the problem.

"I like that this system was formatted like real-world accounting is."

—Student, Rose State College

"I love how the general journal was set up. It felt like what I would be filling out if I had an accounting job."

—Student, Chabot Community College
Today's Students!

Connect Accounting helps students learn more efficiently by providing feedback and practice material when they need it, where they need it. Connect grades homework automatically and gives immediate feedback on any questions students may have missed.

"This system has improved the journal entry and T-account set-up processes to more accurately resemble the way it is done in class."

—Student, Tallahassee Community College
Interactive Presentations  Connect Accounting's Interactive Presentations teach each chapter's core learning objectives and concepts through an engaging, hands-on presentation, bringing the text content to life. Interactive Presentations harness the full power of technology to truly engage and appeal to all learning styles. Interactive Presentations are ideal in all class formats—online, face-to-face, or hybrid.

Integrated eBooks  Connect Plus includes a media-rich eBook. With it, you can share your notes with your students, and they can insert their own notes, highlight the text, search for specific information, and review their materials. Using an eBook with Connect gives your students a complete digital solution that allows them to access their materials from any computer. And over time, as more and more students use mobile devices, our eBooks will even enable them to learn on the go.
Guided Examples Guided Examples provide narrated, animated, and step-by-step walkthroughs of algorithmic versions of assigned exercises in Connect Accounting, allowing the student to identify, review, or reinforce the concepts and activities covered in class. Guided Examples provide immediate feedback and focus on the areas where students need the most guidance.

LearnSmart No two students are alike. McGraw-Hill LearnSmart™ is an intelligent learning system that uses a series of adaptive questions to pinpoint each student's knowledge gaps. LearnSmart then provides an optimal learning path for each student, so that they spend less time in areas they already know and more time in areas they don't. The result is that LearnSmart's adaptive learning path helps students retain more knowledge, learn faster, and study more efficiently.

Student Resource Library The Connect Accounting Student Study Center gives access to additional resources such as recorded lectures, online practice materials, an eBook, and more.
Simple Assignment Management and Smart Grading

With Connect Plus Accounting, creating assignments is easier than ever, so you can spend more time teaching and less time managing.

Connect Accounting enables you to:
- Create and deliver assignments easily with select end-of-chapter questions and test bank items.
- Go paperless with the eBook and online submission and grading of student assignments.
- Have assignments scored automatically, giving students immediate feedback on their work and side-by-side comparisons with correct answers.
- Reinforce classroom concepts with practice tests and instant quizzes.

McGraw-Hill’s solutions are proven to improve student performance. With Connect Accounting, students can access a wealth of engaging resources to help them study more effectively and perform at a higher level on homework and exams. Connect Accounting also allows instructors to assign McGraw-Hill’s world class content and assess student performance.

The integrated solutions for Financial and Managerial Accounting have been specifically designed to help you achieve your course goals of improving student readiness, enhancing student engagement, and increasing their comprehension of content. McGraw-Hill’s adaptive learning component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help students master chapter core content and come to class more prepared. In addition, Interactive Presentations deliver learning objectives in an interactive environment, giving students access to course-critical content anytime, anywhere. Known for its engaging style, the FinMan solution employs the use of current companies, LearnSmart, and our instant feedback on practice problems to help students engage with our materials, comprehend the content, and achieve higher outcomes in the course.

Alternate Chapter Options

This edition of Financial and Managerial Accounting features five alternate chapters that can be substituted for the traditional chapters through McGraw-Hill Learning Solutions or Create. These chapters provide alternate methods of teaching and learning chapter material and are fully supported in Connect. Alternate chapters available include:
- Chapter 5 - "Inventories and Cost of Sales" featuring the periodic inventory method
- Chapter 10 - "Long-Term Liabilities" featuring the effective interest method
- Chapter 12 - "Reporting on the Statement of Cash Flows" featuring the direct method
- Chapter 16 - "Process Cost Accounting" featuring the First-In, First-Out method
- Chapter 20 - "Master Budgets and Planning" featuring manufacturing budgets

Contact your publisher’s representative or learning solutions specialist for more information.
Today's Instructors

**Student Reporting**

Connect Accounting keeps instructors informed about how each student, section, and class is performing, allowing for more productive use of lecture and office hours. The reporting function enables you to:

- View scored work immediately and track individual or group performance with assignment and grade reports.
- Access an instant view of student or class performance relative to learning objectives.
- Collect data and generate reports required by many accreditation organizations, such as AACSB and AICPA.
- Identify low-performance students with the "At Risk" student report.

**Instructor Library**

The Connect Accounting Instructor Library is your repository for additional resources to improve student engagement in and out of class. You can select and use any asset that enhances your lecture. The Connect Accounting Instructor Library includes: access to the eBook version of the text, PowerPoint files, Solutions Manual, Instructor Resource Manual, and Test Bank.

**Tegrity: Lectures 24/7**

Make your classes available anytime, anywhere. With simple one-click recording, instructors can record lectures, presentations, and step-by-step problem solutions with Tegrity. Using Tegrity with Connect Accounting, instructors can post recordings directly to Connect for student viewing. Students can also search for a word or phrase and be taken to the exact place in your lecture that they need to review.

To learn more about Tegrity watch a two-minute Flash demo at [http://tegritycampus.mhhe.com](http://tegritycampus.mhhe.com).

**McGraw-Hill Customer Experience Group Contact Information**

At McGraw-Hill, we understand that getting the most from new technology can be challenging. That’s why our services don’t stop after you purchase our products. You can e-mail our Product Specialists 24 hours a day to get product training online. Or you can search our knowledge bank of Frequently Asked Questions on our support Website. For Customer Support, call 800-331-5094 or visit [www.mhhe.com/support](http://www.mhhe.com/support). One of our Technical Support Analysts will be able to assist you in a timely fashion.
How Can Text-Related Web Resources Enrich My Course?

Online Learning Center (OLC)

We offer an Online Learning Center (OLC) that follows *Financial and Managerial Accounting* chapter by chapter. It doesn’t require any building or maintenance on your part. It’s ready to go the moment you and your students type in the URL: www.mhhe.com/wildFINMAN5e

As students study and learn from *Financial and Managerial Accounting*, they can visit the Student Edition of the OLC Website to work with a multitude of helpful tools:

- Generic Template Working Papers
- Chapter Learning Objectives
- Interactive Chapter Quizzes

A secured Instructor Edition stores essential course materials to save you prep time before class. Everything you need to run a lively classroom and an efficient course is included. All resources available to students, plus . . .

- Instructor’s Resource Manual
- Solutions Manual
- Solutions to Excel Template Assignments
- Test Bank
- Solutions to Sage 50 Complete Accounting and QuickBooks templates

The OLC Website also serves as a doorway to other technology solutions, like course management systems.

McGraw-Hill Higher Education and Blackboard have teamed up. What does this mean for you?

1. **Single sign-on.** Now you and your students can access McGraw-Hill's Connect™ and Create™ right from within your Blackboard course—all with one single sign-on.

2. **Deep integration of content and tools.** You get single sign-on with Connect and Create, you also get integration of McGraw-Hill content and content engines right in Blackboard. Whether you're choosing a book for your course or building Connect assignments, all the tools you need are right where you want them—inside Blackboard.

3. **One grade book.** Keeping several grade books and manually synchronizing grades in Blackboard is no longer necessary. When a student completes an integrated Connect assignment, the grade for that assignment automatically (and instantly) feeds your Blackboard grade center.

4. **A solution for everyone.** Whether your institution is already using Blackboard or you just want to try Blackboard on your own, we have a solution for you. McGraw-Hill and Blackboard can now offer you easy access to industry-leading technology and content, whether your campus hosts it, or we do. Be sure to ask your local McGraw-Hill representative for details.

**McGraw-Hill Campus™**

McGraw-Hill Campus™ is a new one-stop teaching and learning experience available to users of any learning management system. This complimentary integration allows faculty and students to enjoy single sign-on (SSO) access to all McGraw-Hill Higher Education materials and synchronized grade-book with our award-winning McGraw-Hill Connect platform. McGraw-Hill Campus provides faculty with instant access to all McGraw-Hill Higher Education teaching materials (eTextbooks, test banks, PowerPoint slides, animations and learning objects, and so on), allowing them to browse, search, and use any instructor ancillary content in our vast library at no additional cost to instructor or students. Students enjoy SSO access to a variety of free (quizzes, flash cards, narrated presentations, and so on) and subscription-based products (McGraw-Hill Connect). With this integration enabled, faculty and students will never need to create another account to access McGraw-Hill products and services. For more information on McGraw-Hill Campus please visit our website at www.mhcampus.com.
CourseSmart
CourseSmart is a new way to find and buy eTextbooks. CourseSmart has the largest selection of eTextbooks available anywhere, offering thousands of the most commonly adopted textbooks from a wide variety of higher education publishers. CourseSmart eTextbooks are available in one standard online reader with full text search, notes, highlighting, and email tools for sharing between classmates. Visit www.CourseSmart.com for more information on ordering.

How Can Adaptive Online Learning Improve Student Performance?

ALEKS® Significantly Increase Student Success and Retention

"After I adopted ALEKS for my Principles of Accounting course, I got fewer and shorter lines for my office hours, and the class average jumped 10-15 percent overall. It’s a win-win situation."

—Professor Fatma Cebenoyan, Hunter College, NY

ALEKS: A Superior, Student-Friendly Accounting Experience:

- Artificial Intelligence Fills Individual Student Knowledge Gaps
- Cycle of Learning & Assessment Increases Learning Momentum & Engages Students
- Adaptive, Open-Response Environment Avoids Multiple-Choice Questions
- Customizable Curriculum Aligns with Your Course Syllabi and Textbooks
- Dynamic, Automated Reports Monitor Detailed Student & Class Progress

To learn more, visit: www.aleks.com/highered/business

ALEKS is a registered trademark of ALEKS Corporation.
Using Accounting for Decisions

Whether we prepare, analyze, or apply accounting information, one skill remains essential: decision-making. To help develop good decision-making habits and to illustrate the relevance of accounting, our book uses a unique pedagogical framework we call the Decision Center. This framework is comprised of a variety of approaches and subject areas, giving students insight into every aspect of business decision-making; see three examples to the right and one below. Answers to Decision Maker and Ethics boxes are at the end of each chapter.

CAP Model

The Conceptual/Analytical/Procedural (CAP) Model allows courses to be specially designed to meet your teaching needs or those of a diverse faculty. This model identifies learning objectives, textual materials, assignments, and test items by C, A, or P, allowing different instructors to teach from the same materials, yet easily customize their courses toward a conceptual, analytical, or procedural approach (or a combination thereof) based on personal preferences.

Global View

This section explains international accounting practices relating to the material covered in that chapter. This section is purposefully located at the end of each chapter so that each instructor can decide what emphasis, if at all, is to be assigned to it. The aim of this Global View section is to describe accounting practices and to identify the similarities and differences in international accounting practices versus that in the United States. As we move toward global convergence in accounting practices, and as we witness the likely conversion of U.S. GAAP to IFRS, the importance of student familiarity with international accounting grows. This innovative section helps us begin down that path of learning and teaching global accounting practices.

"We are very impressed with the text itself. The updated look, colors, illustrations, ... the inclusion of IFRS information will help the transition in the future—which is a good thing. We have the flexibility to pick and choose for now with the way you have laid out the information."

—Bob Urell, Irvine Valley College
I like the layout of the text and the readability. The illustrations and comics in the book make the text seem less intimidating and boring for students. The PowerPoint slides are easy to understand and use, the pictorials are great, and the text has great coverage of accounting material. The addition of IFRS information and the updates to the opening stories are great. I like that the decision insights are about businesses the students can relate to (i.e., Facebook, women start-up businesses, etc).

—Jeannie Liu, Chaffey College

Quick Check
These short question/answer features reinforce the material immediately preceding them. They allow the reader to pause and reflect on the topics described, then receive immediate feedback before going on to new topics. Answers are provided at the end of each chapter.

12. Give an example of a natural resource and of an intangible asset.
13. A company pays $650,000 for an ore deposit. The deposit is estimated to have 325,000 tons of ore that will be mined over the next 10 years. During the first year, it mined, processed, and sold 91,000 tons. What is that year’s depletion expense?
14. On January 6, 2013, a company pays $120,000 for a patent with a remaining 17-year legal life to produce a toy expected to be marketable for three years. Prepare entries to record its acquisition and the December 31, 2013, amortization entry.

Marginal Student Annotations
These annotations provide students with additional hints, tips, and examples to help them more fully understand the concepts and retain what they have learned. The annotations also include notes on global implications of accounting and further examples.
Once a student has finished reading the chapter, how well he or she retains the material can depend greatly on the questions, exercises, and problems that reinforce it. This book leads the way in comprehensive, accurate assignments.

Demonstration Problems present both a problem and a complete solution, allowing students to review the entire problem-solving process and achieve success.

Chapter Summaries provide students with a review organized by learning objectives. Chapter Summaries are a component of the CAP model (see page xiv), which recaps each conceptual, analytical, and procedural objective.

Key Terms are bolded in the text and repeated at the end of the chapter with page numbers indicating their location. The book also includes a complete Glossary of Key Terms.

Multiple Choice Quiz questions quickly test chapter knowledge before a student moves on to complete Quick Studies, Exercises, and Problems.

Exercises are one of this book’s many strengths and a competitive advantage. There are about 10-15 per chapter and most are included in Connect Accounting.

Problem Sets A & B are proven problems that can be assigned as homework or for in-class projects. All problems are coded according to the CAP model (see page xiv), and Set A is included in Connect Accounting.
Helps Students Master Key Concepts

**Beyond the Numbers** exercises ask students to use accounting figures and understand their meaning. Students also learn how accounting applies to a variety of business situations. These creative and fun exercises are all new or updated, and are divided into sections:

- Reporting in Action
- Comparative Analysis
- Ethics Challenge
- Communicating in Practice
- Taking It To The Net
- Teamwork in Action
- HITting the Road
- Entrepreneurial Decision
- Global Decision

**Serial Problem** uses a continuous running case study to illustrate chapter concepts in a familiar context. The Serial Problem can be followed continuously from the first chapter or picked up at any later point in the book; enough information is provided to ensure students can get right to work.

"The serial problems are excellent…. I like the continuation of the same problem to the next chapters if applicable. I use the Quick Studies as practice problems. . . . Students have commented that this really works for them if they work (these questions) before attempting the assigned exercises and problems. I also like the discussion (questions) and make this an assignment. You have done an outstanding job presenting accounting to our students."

—Jerri Tittle, Rose State College

**The End of the Chapter Is Only the Beginning** Our valuable and proven assignments aren’t just confined to the book. From problems that require technological solutions to materials found exclusively online, this book’s end-of-chapter material is fully integrated with its technology package.

- Quick Studies, Exercises, and Problems available in Connect are marked with an icon.
- Problems supported with Microsoft Excel template assignments are marked with an icon.
- Problems supported by the Sage 50 Complete Accounting or Quickbooks are marked with an icon.
- Assignments that focus on global accounting practices and companies are often identified with an icon.
Enhancements in This Edition

This edition’s revisions are driven by instructors and students. General revisions to the entire book follow (including chapter-by-chapter revisions):

- Revised and updated assignments throughout
- Updated ratio/tool analysis and data for each chapter
- New material on International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) in most chapters, including global examples
- New and revised entrepreneurial examples and elements
- Revised serial problem through nearly all chapters
- New art program, visual info-graphics, and text layout
- New Polaris (maker of ATVs, snowmobiles, motorcycles, and electric vehicles) annual report with comparisons to competitors, including Arctic Cat, KTM (IFRS), and Piaggio (IFRS) with new assignments
- Updated graphics added to each chapter’s analysis section
- New technology content integrated and referenced in the book
- Updated Global View section in each chapter
- New innovative assignments sprinkled throughout the book

Chapter 1
Twitter NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Streamlined and reorganized discussion of the users of accounting information
Updated salary information and new margin notes on the value of education
New presentation on the ‘fraud triangle’ and its relevance to accounting and internal control
New discussion on the joint role of the FASB and IASB in standard setting
Revised layout for accounting principles and assumptions
New information on the Dodd-Frank act and its relevance to accounting
New survey data from executives on the impact of fraud in the economic downturn
New world map on the adoption of IFRS or a variant of IFRS across countries
New company (Dell) for the return on assets section of Decision Analysis

Chapter 2
Nom Nom Truck NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Reorganized discussion and presentation of assets, liabilities, and equity accounts
Revised description of journalizing and posting of transactions
New headings on each general journal for this chapter’s major illustration introducing our unique four-step transaction analysis
Revised global view and new Piaggio’s (abbreviated) balance sheet
Updated debt ratio discussion using recent Skechers’s information

Chapter 3
askdans NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New layout for the types of adjustments
New example of unearned revenues using USA Today
Enhanced and emphasized the innovative three-step process for adjusting accounts
Updated IFRS and FASB revenue recognition convergence

Chapter 4
Faithful Fish NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Enhanced exhibit on transportation costs and FOB terms, with inclusion of entries
New discussion of online ordering, tracking numbers, RFID, and FOB
Revised the two-step explanation of recording merchandise sales
New discussion on the importance and risks of accounting for sales returns
Revised visual display of a sales invoice
Revised discussion of merchandising purchases and sales
New Volkswagen example of IFRS income statement

Chapter 5
Feverish Ice Cream NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Enhanced exhibit that visually shows cost flows from inventory to financial statements, with superior info-graphics
Added new discussion on inventory controls
New explanatory boxes added to selected exhibits as learning aids
Expanded assignments covering perpetual and periodic inventory measurement
New material on IFRS and inventory methods

Chapter 6
CHEESEBOY NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New discussion of payroll controls
Expanded presentation of ‘Hacker’s Guide’
New discussion of the lock box and its purpose
New data on sources of fraud complaints
New evidence on methods to override controls
New visual on document to bond (insure) an employee
New example of MLB controls, or lack thereof

Chapter 7
Under Armour NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Added explanation of credit card sales
New discussion of mobile payment systems using mini-card-readers and iPads
New illustration comparing bad debts recognition under the allowance method versus the direct write-off method
Revised exhibit on aging of accounts receivable, including all detailed accounts
New illustration on why the banker’s rule is commonly applied

Chapter 8
BizChair.com NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New learning boxes added to selected exhibits identifying salvage value
New explanation on how asset purchases occurring on different days of the month are commonly processed
New example of extraordinary repairs applied to the stealth bomber
New notes added to emphasize that depreciation is cost allocation, and not valuation
New explanation on how drugmakers fight patent expirations
New information on the Mickey Mouse Protection Act for Intangibles
New goodwill example using Google’s purchase of YouTube

Chapter 9
SmartIT Staffing NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Revised unearned revenues example based on Rihanna ticket sales
Added explanation on the role of sellers as tax collection ‘agents’ for the government
New information on franchise costs and how they are accounted for
Added select formulas to enhance the exhibit on payroll deductions

Chapter 10
barley & birch NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New explanation of why debt (credit) financing is less costly than equity financing
New margin graphics (four) illustrating how a debt’s carrying value is periodically adjusted until it equals maturity value at the end of its life
New margin boxes on calculator functions to compute the price of bonds
New explanation of what is investment grade debt
New discussion on the role of unreported liabilities and the 2008-2009 financial crisis
Reference to changes in lease accounting
New discussion of collateral and its role in debt financing
New separate appendix learning objectives on amortizing a discount or a premium using effective interest

Chapter 11
Groupon NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New discussion of Facebook’s IPO and the role of accounting information
New reference to corporate governance
New reference to state laws and where companies incorporate
New examples using Target for stock quotes and Google for stock splits
New discussion of fraudulent information dissemination and stock prices
Updated the global view on equity accounting

Updated payroll rates to 2012 with discussion on likely adjustments for 2013 and 2014
Added discussion on maximum withholding allowances claimed
New discussion on IRS actions against companies that fail to pay employment taxes
New evidence on payroll fraud, its median loss, and time taken to uncover such frauds
Chapter 12
TOMS NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Revised graphics to better illustrate cash inflows and outflows for operating, investing, and financing activities
Revised graphic to better reflect cash and cash equivalents
Added discussion on the use of T-accounts for reconstructing transactions impacting cash
New margin clarification for computing free cash flow
New discussion on the potential for IASB and FASB to issue guidance for the statement of cash flow that would require the direct method... stay tuned

Chapter 13
Motley Fool REVISED opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New companies—Polaris, Arctic Cat, KTM and Piaggio—data throughout the chapter, exhibits, and illustrations
New boxed discussion on the role of financial statement analysis to fight and prevent fraud
Enhanced horizontal, vertical, ratio analysis using new companies and industry data
Streamlined global view section

Chapter 14
Back to the Roots NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New analytical learning objective
Updated ACFE statistics on fraud costs
New exhibit and discussion on fraud occurrence and average fraud loss by industry
Revised discussion of direct and indirect costs and related exhibit for added clarity
New summary of cost classifications and associated managerial decisions
New Decision Analysis to focus on raw materials inventory turnover and days’ sales in raw materials inventory
Moved discussion of types of manufacturing costs to appear before presentation of manufacturer’s financial statements
Expanded discussion of financial statements for service companies
New end of chapter assignments on raw materials inventory management and cost classification for service companies
Moved cycle time discussion to Chapter 23

Chapter 15
Astor and Black NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Reorganized discussion of job order costing for service companies
New discussion of accounting for nonmanufacturing costs and their role in pricing decisions
Added new journal entries for indirect materials and indirect labor for improved learning

Chapter 16
Three Twins Ice Cream NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
Revised comparison of job order and process costing systems
New comparison of reports produced from job order and process costing systems
Added details for accounts used in the entry to record sales in process costing
Added new process costing assignments
Revisions to two learning objectives

Chapter 17
Belgian Brewing Company NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New section on activity-based costing for service providers
Enhanced discussions and exhibits on overhead allocation methods
New Decision Insight on the use of activity-based costing for business decisions
New section on the costs of quality
Added several new assignments for better learning

Chapter 18
Leather Head Sports NEW opener with new entrepreneurial assignment
New graphics on relations between per-unit fixed and variable costs and volume
Revised discussion of per-unit fixed and variable costs
Moved discussion of margin of safety to section on break-even
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